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While caressing her friend, a young woman closes her eyes, imagining that a man might watch

them, getting involved with their embrace and becoming intertwined with them. After all it is not so

much a game for two, but rather an invitation: Join us in our round dance they suggest nymphs

nibbling at each other, parting their thighs and playing with their nipples. They open our eyes to the

horizons in a universe of unlimited pleasures.
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This is one of the best collections of girl-on-girl erotica published in recent years. Granted, there is a

superficial quality to the work, and that is drawback. Maybe Bosque's models are just bad actors,

maybe it's the staging - but the girls just don't sell themselves are real lesbians. But the

photography, especially the compositions, are what make this such a stellar body of work. Bosque

zooms in so that we can almost taste the fleshy, moist goodness that lingers between their legs. His

cunnilingus photos are amazing - and that is a sexual act that is very challenging to get right. Walter

Bosque does it with aplomb. His subjects finger each other, kiss each other, and relish the exquisite

beauty that every girl in this work possesses. His beautiful, young Argentine models are each

amazingly gorgeous with bodies made to be savored.The excellent construction of the book itself is

to be commended. Publisher Edition-Reuss does a glorious job of filling each page with the flowing

story of each sexual encounter. And it's larger than average dimensions (11.4" x 8.4" | 28.9cm x

21.3cm) are almost cinematic. This is a marvelous piece of erotica sure the be enjoyed.



I thought this book was fantastic. Itâ€™s about time that someone came out â€“ with an intimately

artistic book â€“ of young girls getting amorous with each other.About a dozen pairs of girls appear.

They are pictured in country houses, in tubs and showers, and outdoors in natural settings. They

are alone. They are not being rushed. They are all quite nude. Thereâ€™s plenty of kissing -- and

very intimate touching. Very little is left to the imagination. I found the book to be hugely romantic.All

of the women are really young â€“ with lithe figures and flawless complexions. Some are

clean-shaven, many are not. The book finishes strongly. The babes get more beautiful and buxom

towards the end.This is a coffee table book Iâ€™d like to leave out for young girls who visit me to

discover. All of the photos are tastefully done. The situations seem quite natural and not posed. The

girls -- mainly brunettes with a scattering of blonds -- come across as natural amateurs, and not

glamorous models. The two babes on the cover â€“ are no where to be found inside. Strange.The

paper is very heavy, and the print quality is superb. The book isnâ€™t extremely thick, but itâ€™s

very weighty and dense.The girls and settings, however, look very European. An American version

as volume 2 would be nice. Highly recommended, nevertheless. Enjoy.

I found this collection unexpectedly charming. The book consists of a few wordless vignettes, with a

different couple in each one. It's easy to fill in the gaps between snapshots in each series, imagining

how the scene would unfold, perhaps even seeing yourself as giver or receiver. Intimacies all seem

gentle, just kisses and touches that might warm and maybe tease the sensitive bits - it's all about

attentiveness and affection, not whatever is biggest or goes deepest.So, it tends to stop short of the

truly climactic moments. Really, when she's at the peak of an erotic moment, facial expressions and

the rest might go beyond the mild mood of this book. And, in a few places, the model's gaze out

toward the viewer breaks not only the fourth wall but also the sense of looking in on an private

interlude of shared tenderness. It's an attractive collection with a low-key, natural kind of intimacy,

but leaves the explosive finishes for your imagination to carry through.-- wiredweird

This for me is best for picture, sexy and what I enjoy to look at. Women together make hot

daydream how they hold each other. Women so beautiful I would love be in arm of anyone of them.

One of my favorite books.
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